Segment LED® Indicators

*Some letters of the alphabets are not available. Please consult our local agents for details.

** Car operating panel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For front return panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Hall position indicators and buttons**

- **Tactile button with yellow-orange lighting**

**Notes:**

*1: Dot LED indicators are also available (optional). Please consult our local agents for details.

*2: A faceplate with stainless-steel, mirror-finish is also available (optional). Please consult our local agents for details.

*3: Maximum number of floors: 22 floors.

*4: The type in parentheses () shows an auxiliary car operating panel (optional). The design is slightly different from the above image. Please consult our local agents for further information such as installation location.

**Actual colors may differ slightly from those shown.**
Segment LED® Indicators

*Some letters of the alphabets are not available. Please consult our local agents for details.

Notes:

1. The symbol is replaced with a number representing the button type and illumination color. (e.g. CBV1, CBV2, etc.) Please refer to page 16 for button types and illumination colors.
2. Dot LED indicators are also available (optional). Please consult our local agents for details.
3. Facplates with stainless-steel, mirror-finish are also available (optional). Please consult our local agents for details.
4. The types in parentheses ( ) show an auxiliary car operating panels (optional). The design is slightly different from the above images. Please consult our local agents for further information such as installation location.
5. These hall signal fixtures with tactile buttons are applicable to EN81-70 compliant elevators (1C-2BC only). Actual colors may differ slightly from those shown.
LCD Indicators

**Car operating panels**

- For front return panel
  - Swing type (10.4-inch) CBV˙-D740
  - Swing type (5.7-inch) CBV˙-D730
  - Swing type (15-inch) CBV˙-D750

- For side wall
  - LCD Indicators

Notes:
1. The symbol ■ is replaced with a number representing the button type and illumination color (e.g. CBV1, CBV2, etc.). Please refer to page 16 for button types and illumination colors.
2. Faceplates with stainless-steel, mirror-/finish are also available (optional). Please consult our local agents for details.
3. Maximum number of floors: 22 floors.
4. The types in parentheses () show an auxiliary car operating panel (optional). The design is slightly different from the above images. Please consult our local agents for further information such as installation location.

Actual colors may differ slightly from those shown.
Hall position indicators and buttons*1,2

PIV-C760N*3
PIV-C770N

LCD position indicator (for hall)

PIH-C116 (5.7-inch)

LCD information displays (for hall)

PIH-C216 (10.4-inch)
PIH-C226 (15-inch)

Notes:

*1: The symbol is replaced with a number representing the button type and illumination color (e.g. PIV1, PIV2, etc.). Please refer to page 16 for button types and illumination colors.

*2: Faceplates with stainless-steel, mirror-finish are also available (optional). Please consult our local agents for details.

*3: This hall signal fixture with tactile buttons is applicable to EN81-70 compliant elevators (1C-2BC only).

*4: The types in parentheses ( ) show auxiliary car operating panels (optional). The design is slightly different from the above images. Please consult our local agents for further information such as installation location.

NEXIEZ-MR, NexWay-S Only

Car operating panels

For front return panel
For side wall

CBH-C245 (CBH-C295)*4
CBVF-C258
Keypad type

CBH-C215
Dot LED indicator only

Flat button (Plastic)
Number: Flat button Star: Tactile button
(Stainless-steel matte)

CBVF-N215
Dot LED indicator only

Flat button (Plastic)

CBVF-N228
Flat button (Plastic)

CBVF-N229S
Number: Flat button Star: Tactile button
(Stainless-steel matte)

CBVF-N229S
Flat button (Plastic)

Number: Flat button Star: Tactile button
(Stainless-steel matte)

CBVF-N229L
Flat button (Plastic)

CBVF-N229L
Flat button (Plastic)

Actual colors may differ slightly from those shown.
Hall Signal Fixtures

Hall lanterns

- HLV-A21S
- HLV-A31S
- HLV-E65
- HLV-E66

Hall buttons

- HLV-A16S
- HLH-A16S
- Metal-like resin faceplate

No-entry indicators for EN81-73

- SN-C10
- HBV-A710N
- HBV-A710B
- HBV-C710N

Cross-section of boxless fixtures

These hall signal fixtures can be easily mounted on the wall surface without having to cut into the wall to embed the back box.

Notes:

1. The symbol ■ is replaced with a number representing the button type and illumination color. (e.g. HBV-A710N, HBV-A710B, etc.) Please refer to page 16 for button types and illumination colors.
2. A faceplate with stainless-steel mirror finish is also available (optional). Please consult our local agents for details.
3. These hall signal fixtures with tactile buttons are applicable to EN81-73 compliant elevators.

Interior

Mirrors

- YZ-52A
  - Half-size
- YZ-53A
  - 2-mirror set
- YZ-55SN
  - Full height

Handrails

- YH-59S (SUS-HL)
- YH-59M (SUS-M)
- YH-59G (SUS-M)
- YH-57S (SUS-HL)

Actual colors may differ slightly from those shown. Please refer to page 14 for the meaning of SUS-HL and SUS-M.